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INTRODUCTION:

This topographic sheet was not intended as a complete survey, but was made to show new or changed features around the water front at Santa Barbara, California.
This area lies between Lat. 34 24' N. & 34 25' N., and Long. 119 41' W. & 119 42' W.

SURVEY METHODS:

A traverse was run between triangulation stations, DIBBLEE and FINIAL, which were established in 1927. Stadia readings were taken to all objects located.

GENERAL INFORMATION:

At the time of making this survey, the breakwater had not been completed; however it is estimated it will not extend more than 20 meters beyond that point shown on the sheet. A light is to be established on same.
A concrete seawall extends along this section of the beach, as shown on the sheet.
That portion of Stearns Wharf, shown on chart 5261; over which there at one time was a railroad, was destroyed by a cyclone and later torn down.
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Remarks: This sheet was not intended as a complete survey but was made to show new or changed features around the waterfront at Santa Barbara, California. (See Instructions -- Project # 46)